In this setting, Bowen-Lanford show how to attach a square matrix A (of zeros and ones) to each shift of finite type. But this actually dates from the earlier papers [7] , [8] of Parry on intrinsic Markov chains. The problem is to classify, up to conjugacy, the shift maps of a shift space of finite type. Obviously the number of periodic points of each period is an invariant. All of these numbers are contained in the zeta function, shown to be the reciprocal of det(/~tA) by Bowen-Lanford.
Note that we do not require our matrices A } B, etc. to have only zeros and ones. Such a matrix determines a shift of finite type by "symbol splitting.
,, Allowing entries = 2 has several advantages: it lowers the dimension of many interesting examples, allows one to proceed without bothering to check inequality rgl, and allows AB whenever A and B are allowed.
Finally, two maps f:X->X and g:Y-*Y are conjugate (or topological^ conjugate) provided there is a homeomorphism h:X->F such that
The relation between topological conjugacy of "shift maps" and shift equivalence was studied somewhat in 
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are not shift equivalent though they are similar if division by two is allowed. In particular their zeta functions are the same. 4.
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is not shift equivalent to any matrix with nonzero determinant. are not shift equivalent over Z + but they are similar over Z.
Full proofs will appear elsewhere, [12] .
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